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best recruiting tool and deliberately helped re-elect in
2004 with a video just days
before the election.
Considering their enthusiasm for going back to
the old Bushie way of doing
things (attack Iran, more
torture, rah-rah!), the idea
that Herman The Harasser,
Mitt The Waffle, Stuttering
Ricky, Newt The Sleaze or
Crazy Eyes Michelle could
lead this nation against terrorism as well as Obama
is insane. Fortunately, not
one of these flag-waving yahoos is capable of winning a
presidential election. So as
Al Qaeda continues to plan
new attacks on America, we
will have Obama’s strength
and vision in the war on
terror through 2016. Thank
goodness.
Mike Gaynes
Moss Beach

Memorable
quotation
Editor:
My lovely wife Aida surprised me just the other
morning with a “brilliant”
quotation mounted on an
ivory poster board in an
18”x24” frame and, might I
add, exquisitely realized in
calligraphy. The idea was
conceived when she saw me
reading the Pacifica Tribune on Wednesday morning and I suddenly burst
into a fit of uncontrollable
laughter while gasping for
air and spilling my cup of
tea in the process. At first
there was concern that my
cortex, that reasoning part
of our brain ,had gone haywire; short-circuited perhaps. I quickly assured her

I was fine as I regained my
composure and revealed to
her what it was that brought
upon that outburst. She just
smiled and the whole episode was soon forgotten, or
so I thought. Sunday, as we
joined each other in the sun
room for brunch, I looked
up at the wall and right
next to that portrait of our
dearly beloved, President
Ronald Reagan whom I had
the pleasure of meeting in
1989 after he left office, was
a matching oak-lined poster
of a quotation that only a
few days prior was responsible for that gut-splitting
laughter. It was authored
by an undocumented Pacifican from Moss Beach who
had taken Mr. Cimo, from
Frank’s Salon to task regarding his Tea Party philosophy. It read simply: “I
challenged him to defend
the Tea Party’s economic
revival formula of less government, lower taxes and
unfettered free markets
(even though it has never
succeeded anywhere in the
world) and explain why
the world’s fastest-growing major economies are
all government-dominated,
huge spending, high-taxing,
wealth-redistributing systems”
While the author of that
statement is factual correct
(6 out of the 10 fast-growing
economies in the world are
in Africa) his entire premise is flawed. Has the author
considered other factors
figured into the equation
such as high unemployment, poverty and little or
no industrial development?
Then there is that tradition
of corruption in authoritarian political regimes to
consider. Ah yes, wonderful example of mimic. But
ENOUGH, ENOUGH I SAY,
of those boring facts.
Madam Editor, I love my

My Turn
Paul Stewart
Do you think the City of
Pacifica has the right to stop
the sale or remodeling of your
private property?
The Council Monday night
approved a proposal that will
allow them to stop the sale or
remodeling of your home or
business. (Yes, we’re talking
about that bathroom remodel
or tenant improvements to
your store.) The proposal is
contained in an ordinance
“to establish a system for the
treatment, disposal and control of wastewater.” Overall,
sounds like a good idea… and
then you begin reading the
proposal.
It states clearly, “this ordinance will enable the city to require private property owners
to replace their sewer laterals
when they sell or remodel their
homes.” In layperson’s terms,
it’s called a “point-of-sale”
mandate and the wording of
the ordinance would indicate
it also applies to businesses.

What does that really mean
for the citizens of Pacifica? It
means the city has decided to
place the burden of fixing a
community wide problem on
your collective backs.
Aside from the implications
on private property rights, it
puts a city wide problem on
the shoulders of a small segment of the population. (Oh
yes, it applies to simple interfamily title transfers as well.)
Whether Pacifica’s sewer
lateral systems are sufficient
is an issue that impacts the
entire community. Ensuring
the quality of the sewer lateral
systems throughout Pacifica is
an important health and safety
issue, so the solution should
also be city wide in scope.
point-of-sale
Further,
requirements are highly inefficient. Commercial and
multi-family residences sell
at much lower turnover rate
than single family dwellings.
As of the most recent annual

wife of 31 years. Bless her
heart for creating this masterpiece that I shall cherish
forever.
Bill Alverson
Sharp Park

Re:
overzealous
Love my town opposition
Editor:

Editor:
What I like about the Pacifica Tribune are the personal stories and opinions
from the people that live
here. I enjoyed Dorsetta’s
movie review about “Skin.”
If it were playing at a local
theater, I would put it on
my list to see. I enjoyed Lyn
Tabor’s “Pacifica’s Magnificent Views.” I have one too;
50 years ago I chose a house
on Crespi Drive overlooking
Terra Nova High because
of the view and not many
people can go to the edge
of their backyard and have
their own private stadium,
knowing that no homes will
ever be built on Sweeney
Ridge. It is very comforting
and spiritual and we need
a lot of that in our lives today.
I loved the historical
piece on the old railroad
and wondered what it would
be like to live near the
tracks again and hear its
sounds. But the article that
really caught my eye was
the poem written by a 7th
grader from Good Shepherd
School who wrote the only
article honoring our veterans. It should be cut out by
the military moms and sent
with the X-mas pkgs this
year. I did that and will sent
it to my nephew Capt. Jeremy Duffy, a helicopter pilot
serving in Afghanistan, the
father of the three cutest
triplets, who will soon come
home. So thank you all, especially Christina Conry.
Therese M. Dyer
Linda Mar

figures (2010), the turnover
rate throughout the county
averaged 2 percent per year.
Meaning 2 percent of the housing stock was sold every year.
Translation: it will take
approximately 50 years to
address the sewer lateral issue IF the city waits until the
point-of-sale to achieve the inspections/repairs.
Another concern for residents is the impact of pointof-sale mandates on the transaction itself. In our current
economic climate, there are a
number of short sales and real
estate-owned (REO) transactions that, for a number of
reasons, require an expedited
processing (such as to stave
off foreclosure).
These mandates have
caused delays or outright
voiding of a transaction because the last-minute costs
are added to already negotiated sale which the lender
may or may not approve.
Then you have the actual
expense. The cost of sewer
lateral repair or replacement
averages anywhere from

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
SAVE SAN PEDRO CREEK
Rich Zipkin belongs to an environmental group called Protectors of
San Pedro Creek that is trying to
stop developers from constructing the multi-building, multilevel
Oddstad Assisted Living Center at
721 Oddstad Boulevard in Pacifica.
He says: “We are not against assisted living as such. It is just that
this is the WRONG location. They
want to build this where many
semi-endangered and endangered
species live: steelhead salmon,
red-legged frogs, garter snakes,
deer, bats, raptors, and more.
Also, the construction period (up
to two years) would severely and
negatively impact the mating habits/cycles of these creatures, quite
probably upsetting or curtailing
this activity, causing their extinction. If this project were allowed,
the added air, land, and water pollution would be truly devastating,
not only to the aforementioned
wildlife but also to residents of the
area.” See the draft environmental
impact report (DEIR) and final
draft environmental report (EIR),
both at Sanchez Library, Planning
Commission office (1800 Francisco
Boulevard), and online at the city
website (cityofpacifica.org). Contact Kathryn Farbstein, assistant
planner, at 650-738-7341. Pacifica
Planning Commission holds a pub-

lic hearing Monday, November 21
at 7 p.m., City Council Chambers,
2212 Beach Boulevard, to discuss
this proposed project in depth.
MENTORING
PHOTOGRAPHERS
“I teach because I believe I can
make a difference for people. It is
a deep ethic, with three decades of
photography and teaching experience, combined with some great
feedback from my students,” says
Pacifica photographer Steve Johnson. “We are pleased to announce
the inauguration of our new Mentor
Program, giving students around
the globe a chance to work directly
with me on their photographic
development, in person or virtually.
Our Mentor Program is an exciting formalization of work we have
been doing with photographers
for years. It has been one of the
core interactions that has proved
extremely valuable to students. We
are offering prepaid packages of
hours where individuals can book
mutually agreeable times at our
studio, in the field or online virtually
to work with me one on one. Bigger
discounts come with more time
prepaid.” Email info@sjphoto.com
or call 650-355-7507 for details.

In response to David
Schooly’s letter in the Nov.
9th Pacifica Tribune “Wildlife in danger with assisted
living center,” I am in opposition to the many unfounded
remarks contained in his letter. Because Mr. Schooley
is the President of the San
Bruno Mountain Watch,
it seems odd that he made
these comments almost two
months after the deadline to
our Planning Commission
for the draft EIR comment
period. All concerns that
were submitted in a timely
manner were properly addressed and mitigated in the
DEIR, which was prepared
by a group of well-qualified
professionals selected by the
City, reviewed by the City’s
Planning Staff and by the
City attorney. This DEIR
found no significant impacts
to the many areas of concern.
His inference that the
concerned developers of this
project had somehow created an EIR that promises to
preserve and protect, then
say’s he and his group are
“certain that the developers
of the Oddstad retirement
village complex will fail to
live up to theirs (promises).”
This is nothing short of outrageous! To imply that our
city’s Planning Department
and Attorney have no oversight and that developers
easily create EIR’s to suit
their temporary purposes,
which they will later fail to
adhere to, is insulting to the
developers, whom he does
not know and to our extensive planning review process

$7,500 to $25,000. The result
of which could mean that the
buyer is unable to purchase
the property. In an area such
as Pacifica, any incremental
costs might render a home
effectively unaffordable, especially for first-time home buyers.
Point-of-sale mandates also
may not be covered by home
owner’s insurance. As we
know, most insurance policies
cover damage or repairs on
the property specific, which
is measured to the property
line.
However, policies do not
cover repairs from the property line to the street…yet
that may be where the lateral
breach is located. Point being,
despite the fact that it’s a municipal service (yes, the burden is being shifted to you, the
public), now the home owner
or business gets to pay for the
repairs.

Find us online: www.mercurynews.com/pacifica
here in Pacifica. The Oddstad
Assisted Living Center has
been redesigned three times
to meet all requirements for
mitigation.
In my view his misguided
letter, in the name of environmentalism, is an attempt
to alarm and scare wellmeaning Pacificans from
supporting a project that
will enhance our community
and part of San Pedro Creek.
San Bruno Mountain Watch
is not located in Pacifica.
Here are a few facts: The
proposed site is not on San
Bruno Mountain, is not part
of San Pedro Park, is privately owned land that was
previously built upon, is behind a shopping center and
zoned commercially. This
project has mitigation measures in place to ensure that
impacts on the creek area are
not significant and to protect
the biological resources that
exist or may exist on the site.
As required by CEQA, all
mitigation measures will be
fully implemented and monitored by City Staff. It is up
to the enforcing agencies to
make sure that mitigations
are implemented.
Some of these safeguards
include: A Bioswale that will
be constructed at the edge
of the Riparian corridor to
prevent any pollution from
reaching the creek — this
will improve current conditions. Structures are to be
set back an average of 50 feet
from the riparian zone (which
is it’s self set back from the
creek’s edge) and will be no
closer than 30 feet. It does
not encroach into the riparian corridor. The project does
not impact the entry to the
Park. Underground parking
will help keep pollutants away
from creek and will also help
in diminishing hydrostatic
pressure to the embankments
reducing erosion and crack instability. Sensible down light-

Water Works
Linda Corwin

Several interesting issues were
discussed at the October meeting
of the North Coast County Water District (NCCWD) Board of
Directors meeting. First was a
presentation, in response to a request by Board President Piccolotti, of information on a chemical
called NDMA (N-nitrosodimethylamine) which has been found in
drinking water. NDMA is one of a
group of related chemicals called
nitrosamines, many of which have
beenclassified as probable human
carcinogens. Cancer potencies
of nitrosamines are much higher
than those of trihalomethanes.
Several scientists, including one
working for the San Francisco
PublicUtilities (SFPUC), independently found that the use of monochloramine as a drinking water
disinfectant greatly increased
the NDMA formation above the
amount formed with chlorine disPaul Stewart is Govern- infection alone. This is of concern
ment Affairs Director for to Pacificans because the SFPUC
the San Mateo County As- uses monochloramine in the water
sociation of Realtors
it sells to us. A Public Health Goal

HOMELESS HEROES
San Francisco Chronicle columnist
Leah Garchik recently wrote about
a homeless man in San Francisco
who saw a guy park his motor
scooter and walk away, leaving the
keys in the ignition. The homeless man took the keys out and
guarded the scooter. When the
worried-looking owner returned,
the homeless man handed over the
keys. The grateful guy emptied his
wallet, giving the homeless man
every cent he had: $17. A few days
later, the Chronicle reported that a
homeless man in Oakland (who had
read in the paper about St. Mary’s
stolen church bell) spotted the bell
under a tarp by the freeway and
phoned police. How cool is that!
Let’s hear it for homeless heroes,
and recovering church bells, and
reading print newspapers, and St.
Mary’s rewarding the homeless
man who found the bell.
DERAIL HSRA
The High-Speed Rail Authority
(HSRA) has been a great disappointment. Instead of delivering
a fundable plan with private
industry support, clear benefits
and low risk, the agency intends
to break its promises to taxpayers
and gamble $98 billion on a political pork barrel no private investors will touch...The “new and
improved” business plan still fails
to answer legislative critics who
have been asking the authority
for three years how it would find
private funds for an operable segment. Even more seriously, there
is a threat that the authority will
try to press ahead with construction of a vastly overpriced line

ing will be used to minimize
effect on nocturnal fauna.
Preconstruction surveys will
be conducted to identify and
protect all possible affected
raptors. Grading activities
will be performed during the
dry season to avoid impacts
to the CRLF and a biological
survey conducted prior to
activities to prevent any impacts to the CRLG if it were
present. The project will help
creek bio-system by eradicating non native species as
identified by qualified biologists and new native plants
will be placed. A professionally prepared Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan will
be prepared and enforced.
An Erosions control plan will
be implemented. A sediment
control plan will also be implemented.
Perhaps Mr. Schooly could
spend his energies going after
those developers he sited on
the South East Ridge of San
Bruno Mountain, whom he
says are not adhering to their
EIR, and follow up with that
city’s government.
In response to his statement that there are bettersuited locations in Pacifica
for this project, I strongly
disagree!
This is a perfect site for an
Assisted Living Center (not a
retirement complex village,
as he refers to it). This will be
a home for frail elderly, who
can no longer live without assistance.
This is a warm location
within Pacifica, is in a parklike setting that is close to independent senior living, shopping and churches. There is
no assisted living center currently in Pacifica. Our frail
elderly are among the most
venerable in our society and
are deserving of this beautiful
site that is perfectly located in
our town.
Kerstin Connelly
Concerned Pacifican

with the public bearing all the risk.
A successful California plan would
efficiently connect areas of high
population while avoiding highspeed running through populated
areas. The agency has failed to
achieve either of these goals and
stirs up trouble wherever it goes…
Its insensitivity to locals managed
to unite venture capitalists on the
San Francisco Peninsula, Latinos
in Los Angeles and Kern counties,
farmers in the Central Valley and
anti-tax activists in opposition.
The High-Speed Rail Authority
has spent more than $800 million
of public funding over the past 14
years and hasn’t produced a single
mile of service or lined up a single
private investor. The agency has
set back the cause of high-speed
rail nationally, and made itself
a poster child for government
incompetence. Gov. Jerry Brown’s
unquestioning support of the destructive agency, upon release of
its new plan, may be the final fatal
blow to the controversial project.
The $98 billion price tag for the
project ballooned 300 percent
from the $32 billion promised voters in 2008, and reveals that the
governor’s new team never reined
in the engineers…The California
Rail Foundation (is) convinced
that the High-Speed Rail Authority is incapable of delivering a
viable project. The time has come
to shut down this agency and
seek competitive proposals from
private industry. Instead of letting
bureaucrats design a fantasy
project based on a wish for $98 billion, a better formula, one followed
by Texas and Florida, is to ask
successful high-speed rail operat-

(PHG) was set in 2006 at 3 nanograms per liter (parts per trillion)
in drinking water and the SFPUC
has been adjusting our water
chemistry to minimize NDMA
formation. They have been monitoring the results and, so far, most
of the test stations show the level
to be below 2 nanograms per liter.
Water pressure problems have
developed in an area where individual water pressure reducers
have been installed. These reducers, installed bythe NCCWD (District), are apparently failing before
they were expected to. There is no
way to tell when they are about to
fail and the result is a ruined appliance, such as a water heater. The
catch is that the District expects
customers to maintain and replace them and assumes no liability for damage caused when they
fail. One of the people affected has
complained about this to the District on behalf of himself and his
neighbors.
The Board will review the situation.

ing companies to demonstrate
what could be built, matching the
existing $12 billion of public funding with private capital. Railroad
operating companies are much
more capable than public agencies
of convincing banks and investors
that their projects are financially
sound. The project might not
be so vast as what is currently
proposed, but it is far likelier to
actually provide service within our
lifetimes. (excerpted from Richard
Tolmach’s op-ed, Sacramento Bee,
November 5, sacbee.com)
ALANDROME
As reported in the Pacifica Tribune, Ian Butler recently found
a giant mammoth tooth near the
Pacifica-Daly City border. In light
of this, a palindrome-loving store
clerk told Ian’s wife Avril that
her husband should use Tom’s
of Maine toothpaste to keep the
tooth clean: “Mammoth tooth?
Tom, m’am.” (Alan Wald)
SWAMI SEZ
“Beer is proof that God loves us
and wants us to be happy.”
(Benjamin Franklin)
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